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College Student Donates Video
Games to Children's Hospital
After Going Big on Stocks
There's no doubting the fact that there are
many kindhearted, generous, and truly
exceptional people across the globe. Hunter
Kahn, a Cornell University student, is one of
them, as he's made a big donation to a
children's hospital after winning in the stock
market.
For those unfamiliar with the stock market,
there was a major event recently in which
people across the globe rallied together to
invest in shares of the steadily dwindling
GameStop company. They invested to punish
hedge funds from shorting it, also allowing
everyday people like Hunter Kahn to make
significant sums of money from the situation.
Instead of simply indulging in his profits and
spending them on himself, Hunter decided to
give back. He did so by donating various games
and consoles to the Minnesota Children's
Hospital in Minneapolis, a gesture that the kids
surely loved and are grateful for!

TODAY IN HISTORY

1926: Robert H. Goddard
launches the first-ever
liquid-fueled rocket, which
traveled 56 meters.
1950: The first-ever National
Book Awards were held.

INTERESTING FACT

The idea behind the stock
market was first introduced
in the Netherlands back in
1602 when the Dutch East
India Company started
issuing paper shares.

HAPPY-HEARTY-LAUGH

How do you make a small
fortune by trading stocks?
You start out with a
large fortune!

DID YOU KNOW?

The United States makes
up for over 40% of
the global stock
market, more
than the next
four countries
combined.

“Children are the hands by which we take hold of heaven.”
- HENRY WARD BEECHER
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